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NED University have 27 departments which
accommodates 81 programs including

bachelors program of Textile Engineering &
Textile Sciences



SMARTEX PROJECT
SMARTEX is a curriculum development
CBHE Erasmus+ project. It involves three
EU universities (from Greece, Belgium and
Spain), a training and consultancy
company from Greece plus 2 Universities
from Malaysia, 2 from Indonesia and 2
from Pakistan, all having departments in
the field of textiles engineering and
fashion.

The SMARTEX Program will offer five
elective courses to the students of Textile
Engineering & Textile Sciences

COURSES

The aim of the course is to train students regarding
textile composite and let them manufacture
composite by various techniques

1) TEXTILE COMPOSITES

This course will focuses on the technical textile
product applications such as in the field of geo-
textiles, medical, military and defence, sports and
recreation, automotive, and the architectural and
construction applications.

2) TECHNICAL TEXTILE

The aim of this course is to enable the students to
understand the concept and construction of smart
fabrics, intelligent textiles and the applications in
various industries.

4) SMART TEXTILE

During the project ERASMUS+
SMARTEX COMPOSITE LABORATORY
has been developed and ERASMUS
Seminar was held for dissimenation
activties

3) GEO TEXTILE

This course will focus on Geo Textile and its
increasing application in various industries. 

5) PROTECTIVE TEXTILE
The aim of this course is to enable the students to
understand the concept and construction of
Protective fabrics, and the applications in various
military and defensive areas.


